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Abstract

As more academic and public libraries have some form of bibliographic description of their complete collection available in machine-readable form, public service librarians are devising ways to use the information for better retrieval. Research at the Ohio State University tested user response to paper and COM output from selected areas of the shelflist. Results indicated users at remote locations found such lists helpful, with some indication that paper printout was more popular than microfiche.
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the catalogs of Pennsylvania library collections covering over 35 million Pennsylvania library holdings. A subject index to significant articles, news items, and editorials from English language military and aeronautical periodicals. The Index contains citations since 1988 and is updated continuously. ArchivesUSA gives access to holdings and contact information of more than 4,400 repositories, and indexes to nearly 100,000 special collections. The database also acts as a listing of libraries that have copies of these catalogs. ScienceDirect subscribers can now set up data exchange tokens that grant access to their holding data via an Application Programming Interface (API). Once a token is set up, third-party providers of discovery services, article linkers, and other services can use the API to import a customer’s Electronic Holdings Report on demand, and can then use these data to update the customer’s knowledge base automatically. Discovery services, article linkers, and other library systems depend on an accurate knowledge base of the customer’s holdings to support discovery and access of library resources.